A decision to eat or not to eat can be beneficial or detrimental to an organism, depending on internal and external conditions. Because feeding is essential for survival, as it replenishes energy and nutrients, in safe environments, its expression is prioritized over other behaviors. Under threat, responding to danger is a higher priority for survival and feeding is paused even in hungry states. Thus, successful expression of feeding behavior requires adaptive control that utilizes cognitive processes to dynamically assess and update internal drives and environmental changes. Recently identified key circuit components, which are important in anticipatory responding based on food memories and predictions and in resolving feeding versus threat avoidance competition, will be discussed within a connectional schema.
Introduction
Organisms must feed to survive. They also need to avoid danger and adjust feeding behavior (foraging and consumption) accordingly. A decision to eat or not to eat, therefore, reflects both the internal drives and external conditions. In safe environments, when energy and nutrient resources are low or their depletion is anticipated, feeding takes priority over other behaviors. Conversely, under imminent threat, real or anticipated, attending and responding to danger takes priority over replenishing energy and nutrients, and feeding is halted even in hungry states. Accordingly, successful expression of feeding is coordinated with other survival behaviors (e.g. defensive), and is regulated in response to actual and expected events (e.g. energy and nutrients usage/gains, danger, reward).
The assessments of internal and external environments that guide feeding behavior engage cognitive processes, including learning and memory and decision-making. These computations are complex but do not require consciousness; they can occur in the absence, or independent, of conscious awareness and the fundamental principles are conserved across mammals. Consequently, research findings in animal models have improved our understanding of the neural mechanisms underlying human feeding control and its dysregulation (e.g. [1, 2] ). Notable progress has been made in uncovering the neural mechanisms mediating physiological control of food consumption, in the context of energy metabolism and body weight regulation [3] . In contrast, much remains unknown about the neural mechanisms mediating adaptive control of feeding behavior. In part, this is due to scarcity of prior behavioral investigations combined with neural analyses, and in part due to methodological limitations and complexity of the underlying neural substrates. Recent methodological advancements with optogenetics and chemogenetics have enabled cellspecific manipulations within functional circuits in behaving animals [4, 5] . Novel circuit mechanisms underlying adaptive control of feeding behavior that were revealed with these approaches are highlighted here within an established connectional schema. These findings are interpreted within the concept of survival circuits that was put forward by .
Survival circuits: a brief overview of connectional organization
Anatomical connections in rodents indicate that the neural systems underlying mammalian survival behaviors are similarly organized [9, 10] . Within each circuitry, physiological and environmental sensory inputs could converge with cognitive, hedonic and behavioral state information at multiple stages of processing. The expression of each behavior is accompanied with appropriate physiological (endocrine, autonomic) responses and their coordinated expression is orchestrated through hypothalamic systems. These circuitries could cross-communicate, and have access to sensory and motor brainstem areas, cognitive processing via cortical and hippocampal systems, and action and reward control via striatal systems [9, 10] .
The connectional patterns further suggest that the incoming and processed information could be shared across the forebrain-brainstem components, via converging or parallel pathways (Figure 1) . Similarly, each circuit's outputs (cognitive, behavioral, physiological) could be initiated after different stages of processing. Consequently, distinct 
